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Bacteriophage T7 gp4 helicase has served as a model system for understanding mecha-
nisms of hexameric replicative helicase translocation. The mechanistic basis of how nucle-
oside 50-triphosphate hydrolysis and translocation of gp4 helicase are coupled is not fully
resolved. Here, we used a thermodynamically benchmarked coarse-grained protein force
field, Associative memory, Water mediated, Structure and Energy Model (AWSEM),
with the single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) force field 3SPN.2C to investigate gp4 transloca-
tion. We found that the adenosine 50-triphosphate (ATP) at the subunit interface stabil-
izes the subunit–subunit interaction and inhibits subunit translocation. Hydrolysis of
ATP to adenosine 50-diphosphate enables the translocation of one subunit, and new ATP
binding at the new subunit interface finalizes the subunit translocation. The LoopD2 and
the N-terminal primase domain provide transient protein–protein and protein–DNA
interactions that facilitate the large-scale subunit movement. The simulations of gp4 heli-
case both validate our coarse-grained protein–ssDNA force field and elucidate the molecu-
lar basis of replicative helicase translocation.

helicase j gp4 j motor proteins j coarse-grained model

Helicases are nucleotide triphosphatase (NTPase)-coupled motors that travel along DNA
or RNA (1). Helicases play important roles in many physiological processes including
genomic DNA replication. Replicative helicases run at the forefront of the replication fork
and separate the double-stranded (ds) parental DNA into two single-stranded (ss) daughter
strands, which then serve as templates for DNA synthesis (2, 3). Moreover, helicases are
organization hubs for DNA replication by physically interacting with DNA polymerases,
primases, ssDNA binding proteins, and adaptor proteins. During their operations, replica-
tive helicases encircle one of the daughter strand ssDNA along which they translocate and
sterically exclude the other strand to drive strand separation (2, 3). According to their con-
served sequence motifs, helicases can be classified into six superfamilies (SF), with SF1 and
SF2 monomeric and SF3 to SF6 hexameric (1). Replicative helicases are hexameric and
belong to SF3, SF4, and SF6 families. Helicases in bacteria, bacteriophage, and mitochon-
dria belong to the SF4 family along with RecA-like ATPase domains and display 50–30
polarity, while archaeal and eukaryotic SF6 helicases and viral SF3 helicase have AAA+
ATPase domains and display 30–50 polarity in their translocation. The structures and
mechanisms of hexameric helicase translocation have been extensively studied (2, 3). The
homo- or heterohexamers assemble into ring or lockwasher shapes with coiled ssDNA
within the central channel. One or two DNA binding loops from the six subunits form a
staircase that holds the DNA backbone (4–10). Each subunit in SF3 E1 and SF5 Rho heli-
cases binds one nucleotide, while each subunit from the SF4 and SF6 helicases holds two
nucleotides. The DNA binding loops take on distinct conformations in SF3 and SF5 heli-
cases to form a staircase along the DNA backbone. In contrast, the DNA binding loops
are rigid in SF4 and SF6 helicases. NTPase sites are located at each subunit interface. Bio-
chemical and single-molecule studies have suggested that NTPs are hydrolyzed sequentially
within the helicase hexamer and only one NTPase site fires at a time (11–13). Consistent
with that idea, gradual conformational changes of the NTPase sites along the hexameric
ring are observed in several helicase–DNA structures, suggesting ordered sequential hydro-
lysis (4, 5, 7, 8). Taken together, a sequential hand-over-hand mechanism has been pro-
posed for hexameric helicases. An NTPase cycle will drive the DNA binding loop or the
subunit at one end of DNA to migrate to the other end so as to form new protein–DNA
contacts. Sequential movement of the six subunits enables processive translocation along
ssDNA. Nevertheless, how the NTPase cycle is coupled to translocation is unknown, and
how a subunit or DNA binding loop migrates a long distance to reach the distal DNA
end is unclear.
Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations can give insights about dynamic molecular

processes that are challenging to obtain using purely experimental methods. Because of
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the large size of the helicase–DNA complex and the lack of
proper force fields for protein–DNA complexes, there have been
only a handful of attempts to simulate the helicase translocation
process. Coarse-grained simulations have been carried out for
SF3 E1 helicase, hepatitis C virus helicase, and the multimeric
ATPase chaperonin GroEL (14–16). In another study on LTag
helicase, Langevin dynamics simulation has been applied to
investigate the protein–DNA interaction in SF3 simian virus 40
helicase (17). However, the coarse-grained DNA models
employed in these studies lack the physical benchmark of the
ssDNA model and the protein–DNA interactions. Recently, an
all-atom simulation on SF5 Rho has revealed how the ATPase
cycle is coupled to the transitions of the DNA binding loops
(18). So far, there have been no simulation analyses on any SF4
and SF6 helicase family members, which are the major replicative
helicases for all three domains of life. Moreover, the DNA con-
formations and the DNA–protein interactions in the SF4 and
SF6 helicases are distinct from those for the SF3 and SF5 heli-
cases. Translocation of SF4 and SF6 helicases has been proposed
to involve large-scale conformational changes of an entire subu-
nit, which are absent for the SF3 and SF5 helicases (4, 7, 8).
The replicative system from bacteriophage T7 provides a

model system for studying DNA replication. T7 gp4 encodes a
dual functional protein with primase on its N-terminal domain
(NTD) and SF4 helicase on its C-terminal domain. The gp4
helicase exists as heptamers and hexamers in the absence of
DNA, with the hexameric form being responsible for DNA
unwinding and the heptameric form being possibly responsible
for DNA loading (19). In vivo, the gp4 helicase can physically
interact with gp5 DNA polymerase and gp2.5 ss DNA binding
protein (20). At a replication fork, a single gp4 hexamer and
multiple gp5 molecules work cooperatively to catalyze parental
DNA unwinding and both leading and lagging strand synthesis
(21–23), similar to what happens for other replication systems
(24, 25). Recent structures of T7 gp4 with an ssDNA substrate
show that the gp4 helicase domain forms a lockwasher-shaped
hexamer and interacts with A-form-like ssDNA. The two subu-
nits at the two ends of the hexamer are separated by over 20 Å.
The terminal subunit of the lockwasher existed in three distinct
conformations, at the 50-end of DNA, at the 30-end of DNA,
or in the middle, which suggests a subunit translocation path-
way. Moreover, the structure suggests that the ATPase site at
the 50-end DNA hydrolyzes ATP first, consistent with the
sequential model that has been proposed based on biochemical
and single-molecular studies (11, 12).

In this report we construct a hybrid coarse-grained force field
for protein–ssDNA complexes by combining the OpenAW-
SEM (Associative memory, Water-mediated, Structure and
Energy Model) model for protein and a modified Open3SPN2
model of the nucleic acid components (26). Simulations of gp4
helicase translocation with our force field reveal that ATP hydro-
lysis is the key determinant that enables subunit translocation.
Moreover, our simulation results capture several intermediate
states and identify transient protein–DNA and protein–protein
interactions that facilitate the long-distance subunit translocation.
In summary, the transferable force field developed here is able to
simulate motor translocation with large-scale movement.

Results

The Benchmark of the Weights in the ssDNA Model. The
3SPN.2C force field was developed by the de Pablo group that
aimed at reproducing the thermodynamic properties of dsDNA
(27). The 3SPN.2C force field has been parameterized based
on the physicochemical properties such as the free energy of
nucleic acid hybridization, the intrastrand base stacking energy,
the DNA persistence length, and the width of minor and major
groves (28). In order to better capture the thermodynamics
properties of ssDNA, we modified the Open3SPN2 force field
(26). The original base-pairing and cross-stacking terms are
adapted in the current force field to fit the potential hairpin
interactions between two distant regions of one ssDNA. The
cutoffs for both terms were set as 1.2 nm. The remaining
energy terms include the bonded terms (bond, angle, and dihe-
dral) and the nonbonded terms (base-stacking, exclusion, and
electrostatics). Since the original weights have already been tuned
to fit the DNA backbone properties, we set a series of weights
(0.5, 0.8, 1, 1.2, and 1.5) for base-stacking, base-pairing, and
cross-stacking terms to achieve the best agreement with experi-
mental persistence length values. The same exclusion and electro-
statics terms are kept from the previous OpenAWSEM with
Open3SPN2 force field to treat the protein–DNA interaction.

To determine parameters for energy terms, we have bench-
marked the persistence length and the melting temperature of
ssDNA (Table 1) to make sure they fall within the theoretical
estimate(28). We benchmarked the ssDNA persistence length
following the same way as in the 3SPN.2C model (27). The
persistence length is calculated as lp ¼ hR2

e i=2L, where lp is
the persistence length, Re is the end-to-end distance, and L is
the contour length. For benchmarking, we have used the same

Table 1. The thermodynamic data of the benchmark of the ssDNA part of the force field

Persistence length

Sequence and length Ionic strength, mM Experimental values, nm (32) Simulation values, nm

Base stacking weight
0.5 Poly(A) 144 bp 150 2–4 3.45
0.8 Poly(A) 144 bp 150 2–4 3.40
1.0 Poly(A) 144 bp 150 2–4 3.37
1.2 Poly(A) 144 bp 150 2–4 3.32
1.5 Poly(A) 144 bp 150 2–4 3.33

Melting temperature

Sequence Length Ionic strength, mM Experimental values, K (34) Simulation values, K

CAGTACAGTATTTTTTACTGTACTG 25 119 336.6 330–335
AGTAGTAATCACACCTTTTT- GGTGTGATTACTACT 35 119 343.3 340–345
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ssDNA charge spacing (4.3 Å) per base that was used in the
benchmark of 3SPN2 for the contour length L. We studied a
total of five weight combinations (28). A 144-base-pair (bp)
Poly(A) sequence was used to avoid any hairpin formation and
the average persistence length for the best weight combination
(1.2) is 3.32 nm. The values of the ssDNA persistence length
cover a range in the literature due to the use of different exper-
imental techniques, sequences, and thermodynamic conditions
(29, 30). The tuned value of 3.32 nm is still in reasonable
agreement with the experimental values that were provided in
table 2 of the previous 3SPN2.C paper for ssDNA (27, 31,
32). The melting temperature is defined as the temperature
where the free energies of the hybridized DNA and dehybri-
dized DNA become equal (33). To sample the melting of
ssDNA, we built the DNA hairpin with the sequence given in
Table 1 as the initial structures. The simulations with umbrella
sampling used the distance between two intermediate points of
the chains as the collective variable at 300 K. In the case of the
25-bp sequence, the intermediate points are the centers of
mass of the 5th and the 25th nucleotide. In the other case of
the 35-bp sequence, the intermediate points were chosen as
the center of mass of the 5th and the 30th nucleotides. The
free energy profiles were extended every 5 K from 300 K to
350 K and the melting temperature was determined where the
free energy in the two basins was equal (SI Appendix, Fig. S1).
These melting temperatures agree with the experimental values
(34). In addition, the presently optimized force field well
maintains ssDNA local structures such as ssDNA loop during
test runs.

Constructing the gp4–DNA Complex for Coarse-Grained Simu-
lation. The structures of the gp4 helicase–DNA complex with
the transition subunit F at two ends of the lockwasher (Protein
Data Bank [PDB] IDs: 6n7n and 6n7t) are used as the initial
models (SI Appendix, Fig. S2) (8). It has been proposed that
during the translocation the mobile subunit F will separate
from the E–F interface at the DNA 50-end and translocate to
the DNA 30-end to form new interactions with subunit A.
Complete models for each chain in gp4 helicase structures were
built using Modeler software (35). Then, a short equilibration
simulation with the CHARMM27 force field (36) was applied
to align the short N-terminal helix in the Modeler model
to the cryogenic electron microscopy (cryo-EM) structure (Fig.
1A). The ssDNA was extended to 50 bp from an ideal B-form
DNA generated by Open3SPN2. The ATP molecule is
described in coarse-grained fashion based on the same topology
from Open3SPN2 (Fig. 1B). The root-mean-square deviation
(RMSD) values between the final model and the deposited
PDB structures were around 1.1 Å for all chains. The top and
the side views of the final model for the initial structures are
shown in Fig. 1 C and D.

In addition, we analyzed the all-atom frustration patterns of
gp4 dimers with apo, ADP bound, and ATP bound at the sub-
unit dimer interfaces (37). Naturally occurring proteins gener-
ally have a smooth, funnel-like energy landscape with minimal
kinetic traps, promoting robust and rapid folding into a single
native structure (38). Frustration in the proteins occurs when a
molecule is unable to simultaneously achieve a minimum
energy for each interaction individually. Quantifying the degree

A B

C D

Chain F

Chain EChain A

E/F interface:
ATP, ADP, APO

F/A interface:
ATP, APO

PG

Mg2+

Base

Model 6N7N

PB

PA

Chain F

Chain E

Chain A

Sugar

Fig. 1. The structures used for simulation. (A) Model of a gp4 helicase subunit (shown as chain F of 6n7n). White color shows the cryo-EM structure. Red
color shows our final model after the energy minimization by NAMD. (B) The coarse-grained ATP molecule is shown at the interface of two chains. A zoom-
in view of the ATP molecule is shown in the upper right corner. (C) The top view of the final homohexamer model built from 6n7n. The chains A, E, and F
are colored in red, yellow, and blue, respectively. All other chains are colored in gray. (D) The side view of the final homohexamer model built from 6n7n.
The chains B, C, and D are hidden for better visualization.
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of local frustration helps us understand the stability of any given
residue interaction. Minimally frustrated interactions generally
are stable interactions, while the highly frustrated interactions are
typically unstable (39). Frustration analysis reveals that the
subunit–subunit interface is unstable in the apo states due to
unfavorable interactions among positively charged side chains
K520, R522, and R504 (SI Appendix, Table S1). The addition
of the ADP to the subunit interface helps stabilize the interface
by increasing the number of minimally frustrated interactions
compared to apo form (SI Appendix, Fig. S3). Compared with
ADP, ATP contributes two more minimally frustrated interac-
tions and reduces five highly frustrated interactions. The nega-
tively charged triphosphate groups may balance the positively
charged active site (23).

ATP Hydrolysis Assists the Initialization of Translocation. To
probe the mechanism of chemomechanical coupling, a total of
six sets of simulations were designed to delineate the roles of
ATP binding, hydrolysis, and release during a subunit translo-
cation. We designed ATP, ADP, and apo forms in the chain
E/F interface and ATP or apo forms in the chain F/A interface
(Fig. 1C). An interpolated 50-frame trajectory from the two
initial states before and after the translocation was generated.
Umbrella sampling was used to capture the large-scale

conformational changes for the free energy landscape analysis.
Each structure was individually equilibrated and then treated as
the input for umbrella sampling.

The one-dimensional (1D) free energy profiles of EFAPO_
AFATP, EFADP_AFATP, and EFATP_AFATP simulations are
shown in Fig. 2A. We noticed there are several intermediate
basins located at the Q diff value around 0.55, 0.45 to 0.5, and
0.3 to 0.4. Furthermore, we have extended the 1D free energy
profile to two dimensions with an additional axis using the larg-
est principal component of the motions in a separate very long
EFADP_AFATP trajectory (details in Materials and Methods).
We divided the 1D free energy profile into three segments based
on the corresponding two-dimensional (2D) free energy profile,
including local basins I and EX1, IM1 and IM2, and IM3 and
F, respectively. These local basins are generally arranged in the
position from the lower-right corner to the upper-left corner.
The sampling of I, IM2, IM3, and F is consistent among the
different sets of simulations, as exemplified by comparing repre-
sentative IM2 structures from different simulations (SI Appendix,
Fig. S4 and Table S2). In contrast, the local basins before the
state IM2 differ. We labeled the state before the translocation
starts as IM1 with given suffixes in the different simulations.
The translocation step always happens between the IM1 and
IM2 basins.
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Fig. 2. The 1D and 2D free energy profiles of helicase translocation simulations. (A) The 1D free energy profile of the three different states of the ATP forms
in the chain E/F interface. (B–F) The 2D free energy profile of EFAPO_AFATP, EFADP_AFATP, EFATP_AFATP, EFADP_AFATPO, and EFATP_AFAPO simulation. The
x axis is the value of Q diff, for which the value 1 indicates the structure is the same as the initial state and 0 indicates the structure is the same as the final
state. The y axis uses the largest PC generated from PC analysis of a very long EFADP_AFATP simulation. The color bars on the trajectories of the free energy
profiles are in units of kilocalories per mole. The state I indicates “initial”, IM indicates “intermediate”, and “F” indicates final. The state I has Q diff values
ranging from 0.45 to 0.55. The states IM2, IM3, and F are located at similar Q diff values between 0.3 and 0.4 but they have different PC1 values at 15 to 18,
22 to 26, and 28 to 32, respectively.
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We noticed that adding an ATP molecule to the chain E/F
interface created a local basin with an energy barrier around
7 kcal/mol, indicating that the ATP molecule prevents the con-
tact breaking of chain E/F. Comparing the 2D free energy pro-
files from these simulations (Fig. 2 B–D), we found a local
basin termed “EX1” that only exists in the EFATP simulations.
A representative structure of the EX1 basin (SI Appendix, Fig.
S5) suggested there are close contacts between chain F and
chain E, indicating that the presence of ATP is detrimental to
subunit translocation. In contrast, it is easier to bypass this ini-
tial energy trap when only an ADP molecule is bound but an
additional local basin appears at a Q diff value around 0.43. In
the EFAPO simulations, the free energy is smooth after cross-
ing the large energy barrier between state I and IM1efapo_afatp.
It is likely that the ADP molecule is released before the translo-
cation starts. The state IM1efapo_afatp is the closest to the inter-
mediate state captured in cryo-EM structure 6n7s among all
states in EFAPO_AFATP simulation with average Q value of
0.533 (SI Appendix, Fig. S6), where subunit F is apo and
released from chain E/F interface but has not moved to subunit
A yet. The dTTP binding state of 6n7s coincides with our
hypothesis that the ATP/ADP is released before the large-scale
translocation.

An ATP Molecule Helps Stabilize the New Interface. To probe
the role of the new ATP molecule binding at the FA interface,
we compared the simulations of AFATP and AFAPO forms
during the translocation. We found a high-energy barrier
located between the basin IM2 and the basin F when there is
no ATP on the FA interface. With an ATP molecule, the tran-
sition from IM2 to the final states becomes much easier (Fig. 2
C and D). We found similar patterns in the 2D free energy
profiles computed using a second axis as the ATP binding angle
between the arginine finger of chain F and Walker A motif of
chain A (Materials and Methods). A large binding angle rotation
was observed between basin IM2 and basin F in the EFATP_
AFATP simulation (Fig. 3A). We then checked the electrostatic
potential surfaces for selected structures within the IM2 and
IM3 basins. The surface electrostatic density indicates there is a
positively charged cavity in the binding surface of IM2 basin
structure. An ATP molecule binding at that cavity relieves the
repulsion due to the positive charges (Fig. 3 B and C).

Conformational Changes along the Translocation. During the
translocation, the general internal structures of each domain are
maintained in the simulation, consistent with those observed in
cryo-EM (SI Appendix, Fig. S7). Here we used the representa-
tive structures from EFATP_AFATP trajectory for the analysis
of the translocation pathway. The angles between the interact-
ing subunits E–F and F–A were calculated for evaluating the
rotational motion during the translocation progress, which can
reflect the radial and tangential motions between the two sub-
units. From the morphing movie based on the representative
structures of the intermediate states, we can propose a translo-
cation pathway (Fig. 4). The overall translocation starts from
the state I, with chain F undergoing a clockwise rotation of
almost 15° relative to chain E. In the presence of an ATP mole-
cule, chain E/F will be held at a “closed” conformation (EX1
basin) with extensive chain E/F interactions bridged by the
ATP. ATP hydrolysis triggers the relative rotation of chain E/F
toward opposite directions and opens the E/F interface. From
IM1efatp_afatp to IM2, subunit F translocates to the new DNA
end and starts to contact chain A. As shown in SI Appendix,
Fig. S8, we also noticed there are transient contacts between

chain E and chain F during IM1efatp_afatp to IM2 transition.
From IM2 to IM3, the conformational changes involve tangen-
tial rotation and an anticlockwise rotation of around 10° of

Q diff value

A
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Electrostatic surface of IM2

Electrostatic surface of IM3

Chain A

Chain A
Chain F

Chain F

ATP binding
interface

EFATP_AFATP simulation
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IM3&F

IM1efatp_afatp
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e

Fig. 3. The electrostatics analysis of chain F/A interface. (A) The 2D free
energy profile of Q diff and ATP binding angle for EFATP_AFATP simulation.
We found there is a local basin when we put an ATP molecule on the F/A
interface during the transition from IM1efatp_afatp to F. To reach the state F,
the simulation goes into state IM2 with a repulsive positive charge cavity in
ATP binding pocket. (B and C) The electrostatic potential surfaces for repre-
sentative structures from IM2 (B) and IM3 (C) are shown. The colorbar
shows the relative charges of the surface.
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chain F relative to the DNA backbone. Chain F cannot form a
stable interface with chain A without a new ATP molecule in
state IM3. The final states are achieved when a new ATP mole-
cule binds to the new interface.
We also evaluated the protein–DNA contacts for the interme-

diate states. We collected all sampled conformations within each
of the local states and plotted the contacts between chain F and
the DNA chain that exist in more than half of the structures.
There are a total of three protein loops that are within 9.5-Å
distances to interact with the DNA backbone (SI Appendix, Fig.
S9). Among them, LoopD1 (residues 487 to 490) and LoopD2
(residues 467 to 473) have been observed interacting with DNA
in the gp4–DNA structure. The Arg487 on LoopD1 and Lys467,
Asn468, Lys471, and Lys473 on LoopD2 possibly contact the
DNA backbone. The third loop (residues 432 to 435) is missing in
the cryo-EM structures. However, there are no positively charged
residues in the third loop, and the distance is not close enough for
the loop to form a direct interaction with the DNA backbone.
We compared the average contacts between chain F and DNA

right before and after the translocation (state IM1 and IM2) and
found a significant role for LoopD2. The LoopD2 formed the
consecutive contacts with DNA during the IM1efatp_afatp to IM2
transition, while the LoopD1–DNA interaction is only found in
state I. A 2D free energy profile was made based on the Q diff
value and the nearest distance between the nucleotide and the
center of mass of LoopD2 (Fig. 5). Several representative struc-
tures were picked from states IM1efatp_afatp and IM2 and the tran-
sition state in Fig. 5. The several positively charged side chains on

LoopD2 can simultaneously interact with more than one segment
of DNA. It is likely that LoopD2 plays a role of anchor to sup-
port the large-scale translocation during the subunit translocation.

The Primase Domain Increases the Helicase Activity of gp4.Most
replicative helicases contain an NTD that is capable of binding
DNA. However, the role of the NTD in helicase translocation
is unclear. The gp4 NTD encodes a topoisomerase-primase
(TOPRIM) subdomain that binds ssDNA weakly (40). Bio-
chemical assays have shown that deletion of the entire NTD
primase domain reduces gp4 helicase activity (41). There is a
domain swap between the helicase and primase domain, i.e.,
the primase domain of chain E is on top of the helicase domain
of chain F. The linker between the helicase domain and the pri-
mase domain forms extensive interactions with the neighboring
helicase domain and holds the hexamer together. Yet, direct
primase–helicase interactions were not observed in previous
structures.

To explore the role of the NTD in helicase translocation, we
built a model of hexameric gp4 primase–helicase complex (resi-
dues 67 to 549). In Fig. 6A, we used the same metric to evaluate
the 2D free energy profile of the complex umbrella sampling
simulation. The addition of NTD decreases the energy barriers
between local basins, especially the one from state I to state
IM1efapo_afatp in the helicase simulation. In Fig. 6 B and C,
we show the structures of chain E/F and a zoom-in view of the
binding interface in representative structures from states I and
IM1efapo_afatp. The NTD domain of subunit E contacts the

Pi
ADP

Translocation

New ATP in 
F/A interface

6n7n State I

State EX1

State IM1efatp_afatp

State IM2 State IM3 State F 6n7t

Chain E/F
angle 70.1 84.0

77.6

80.7

Chain F/A
angle 85.7 78.0 68.8 75.6

Fig. 4. The overall translocation steps of EFATP_AFATP simulation. The MD simulation reveals several intermediate states. The red, blue, and yellow colors
are for chains A, E, F, respectively, in both the schematic figures and the structures. An oval and a stick are used to represent the overall orientation of each
chain. We propose that the ATP hydrolyzes between state I and state IM1 while ADP is released before translocation. The dashed line shows there is an
extra local state EX1 when an ATP molecule resides in the E/F interface. The arrows indicate the direction of the proposed motion of each local state. We
also point out the chain E/F relative angle and the chain F/A relative angle in the corresponding states.
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neighbor chain F helicase domain with a β-sheet (residues 184 to
189) and a short helix (residues 199 to 206) besides interactions
through the linker. In addition, two loops (residues 113 to 117 and
residues 134 to 137) and a helix (residues 213 to 220) in NTD
from subunit F form contacts with DNA during the translocation
(Fig. 6D). Residue K137 also contributes to the RNA synthesis
activity of the primase domain (42). The primase–DNA contact
in chain F and the transient primase–helicase interactions between
neighbor chains may facilitate the helicase subunit translocation.

Discussion

We previously introduced OpenAWSEM and Open3SPN2 as
coarse-grained models for protein (AWSEM) and DNA (3SPN.2)
MD simulations within the OpenMM framework (26). Using
graphics processing units, a 30-fold speedup has been achieved in
protein and protein–DNA simulations over the existing LAMMPS-
based implementations running on a single central processing
unit core. In this work, we further optimized the coarse-grained
model to better fit the ssDNA based on the previous architecture
of OpenAWSEM with Open3SPN2. Our model faithfully repro-
duces the physical properties of ssDNA. The force field uses
excluded volume and electrostatics terms to treat the protein–DNA
interactions. This new development provides a transferable model
with top-down parameterization, which can be easily applied to
other giant protein–nucleic acid systems. The OpenMM frame-
work provides a full-power Python application programming
interface that makes modifications or new terms implementations
much easier than other platforms. Moreover, all source codes in
this paper are publicly available and a tutorial has been provided
to benefit the general community to use the present model.

A key question in the helicase field is how the chemical energy
from ATP binding and hydrolysis is coupled to protein conforma-
tional changes (17). Previous studies suggested a single electrostatic
charge in the ATPase active site can control the global conforma-
tional changes and stabilize the subunit interface in a helicase
homolog (43). In the present study, we investigated gp4 helicase
translocation along ssDNA. Our results suggest that the negatively
charged ATP is the key to stabilize the subunit–subunit interface.
Only in the presence of ATP is the interface minimally frustrated.
The tightly bound ATP prevents subunit dissociation and retains
the subunit at a local conformational basin “EX1.” Hydrolysis of
ATP to ADP significantly lowers the energy barrier for subunit
dissociation. On the other hand, new ATP binding helps establish
the new interface at the other end of DNA. The observed kinetic
scheme is consistent with experimental measurements and previ-
ous all-atom simulation of Rho helicases (18).

The ssDNA in SF4 and SF6 helicases all take on an A-like
form. During the translocation, the mobile helicase subunit
travels more than 20 Å and over 12 nucleotides in distance to
interact with the downstream DNA. During this process, the
subunit–subunit contacts via the ATPase site are lost, and the
subunit is only held together by a long and flexible linker. The
simulation demonstrates that the subunit will not perform a
free three-dimensional search during translocation, but instead
transient DNA–protein and protein–protein interactions guide
the long-distance translocation. Cryo-EM has identified two
DNA interacting loops, LoopD1 and LoopD2. The LoopD2 is
highly positively charged. Although only Lys467 and Asn468
have been shown to directly interact with DNA in the static
cryo-EM structure, mutating Lys471 and Lys473 reduces DNA
unwinding (44). Our simulations show that LoopD2 contacts
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Fig. 5. The role of LoopD2 in the translocation. (A) Two-dimensional free energy profile for the Q diff value and the location of the nearest nucleotide in
the DNA to the LoopD2. (B–D) The representative structures from IM1 (B), intermediate (C), and IM2 (D) show the conatct between LoopD2 and DNA back-
bone contact. The nearest nucleotides with the lowest energy in A (26–28, 35–37) are colored in red. The LoopD2 is colored in blue and the distance between
the nearest nucleotide with the center of mass of LoopD2 is connected by a dashed line. The value of the distance is commented on the right. A blue arrow
indicates the side chain direction of the charged residues in LoopD2.
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different segments of DNA through the translocation with its
many positively charged residues, which guides the long-
distance subunit translocation. Moreover, the NTD can form
transient interactions with the helicase subunit and ssDNA to
facilitate its transition.
In summary, our development provides a transferable model

with top-down parameterization, which can be easily applied to
other giant protein–nucleic acid systems. This model allows the
analysis of a nonequilibrium process driven by ATP hydrolysis
using an equilibrium coarse-grained force field. With the emer-
gence of many cryo-EM structures of giant protein–nucleic
acid complexes, we believe our system can greatly aid the mech-
anistic understanding of essential physiological processes in
molecular biology.

Materials and Methods

Here, we give the details of our force field. First, the introduction of the force
field is described. Then, we introduce the umbrella sampling technique and how
we pick out the collective variables for umbrella sampling. Moreover, we detail
how to analyze the contact and calculate the free energy profile.

A Coarse-Grained Force Field for a Protein–ssDNA–ATP System. Because
they employ reduced representations, coarse-grained force fields must be bench-
marked to correctly represent real biomolecule systems. While coarse-grained force
fields that include both protein and DNA exist, they only focus on special cases
and rely on corresponding atomistic MD simulations for their parameterization
(45, 46). Here we introduced a transferrable coarse-grained force field, and no
further benchmarks are required for studying the specific protein–DNA systems.

The coarse-grained protein folding force field known as AWSEM is the newest
version of a series of models that have been optimized based on the principles
of the energy landscape theory of protein folding which provide a quantitative
machine-learning strategy (47). Three explicit atoms, CA, CB, and O, and three

virtual sites, C, N, and H (except for proline and glycine), are modeled to repre-
sent one residue in AWSEM simulation (26). The latest updated version of
AWSEM, AWSEM-Suite, has participated in protein structure prediction competi-
tion CASP13 and won the top three server predictions in two cases (48). The pro-
tein model AWSEM has been successfully applied to several different systems
and is available to the public as an online server (49).

The coarse-grained DNA model we employed includes many detailed aspects
of DNA architecture such as the specific hydrogen bonding and base-stacking
potentials from the canonical B-DNA structure (27). We have used the 3SPN.2C
force field to investigate the dynamics of the nuclear factor κB heterodimer bind-
ing problem (50). The detailed benchmark process of this ssDNA force field is
included in Results.

The representations of the ATP molecule and the ADP molecule are trans-
planted from the Open3SPN2 force field. However, the backbone and angle
terms are parameterized based on the average distances and angles of multiple
crystal structures that contain ATP molecules. The extra coarse-grained PB and
PG atoms are positioned at the same place as PB and PG atoms in the cryo-EM
structure with �1 and �2 charges, respectively. The ATP–protein interactions
include two parts: exclusion and electrostatics. While the exclusion term uses
the same value as in Open3SPN2, the dielectric constant of electrostatics term
has been changed. Typically, the macromolecule is considered to be a low dielec-
tric medium while the water phase is modeled as a homogeneous medium with
a dielectric constant of 80. However, for the coarse-grained protein model the
dielectric constant is too low for protein–ATP electrostatics, and ε¼ 5 ∼ 10 fits
better for the current model (51, 52). Here we choose the value ε¼ 8. In order
to evaluate the role of the ATP molecule during the translocation in its binding
pocket, we added a distance bias term to the corresponding residues 504 and 535
in the full chain. The magnesium ion was modeled as a single bead with a radius
of 2.35 for its van deer Waals radius and mass 24.305 with two positive charges.

These terms are combined as detailed in the following equation:
Vtotal ¼ VAWSEM þ Vss�3SPN2 þ Vprotein�DNA þ Vligand þ Vprotein�ligand:

To build the initial models of the helicase domain (residues 264 to 549), Mod-
eler version 9.23 was used to fix 15 missing residues in the cryo-EM structures

Free energy for primase-helicase gp4
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Fig. 6. Analysis of the primase–helicase interaction. (A) The 2D free energy profile of the primase–helicase complex. The energy barriers are decreased
when compared with the EFAPO_AFATP simulation. The representative structure of the complete model is shown in the upper right corner. The color
schemes are the same as the helicase-only structures. The primase domain in each chain is depicted as a lighter color than the corresponding helicase part.
(B and C) Representative structures from state I (B) and IM1 (C) with a zoom-in view for the helicase–primase interface. The NTD–CTD interaction residues are
labeled. (D) A representative structure of the primase-helicase complex shows the key interaction sites found by MD simulation. The interaction sites are labeled.
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(35). The structures were loaded in VMD, the corresponding topology files were
generated, and then padding with water molecules and sodium and chlorine
ions was added. Then 10,000 steps on equilibration simulation with CHARMM27
force field was carried at NAMD.

Free Energy Calculations Based on Umbrella Sampling Technique.

Umbrella sampling is an enhanced sampling technique that could force the
exploration of regions of state space that would otherwise have insufficient
sampling. It uses a series of independent windows along a selected collective
variable, which serves as a continuous parameter to describe the system from a
higher-dimensional space to model a conformational transition (53). The umbrella
sampling along with an order parameter Q diff between the two translocation
states from cryo-EM structures was used to project the free energy landscapes
onto a single dimension. The harmonic biasing potential used for constant
temperature umbrella sampling simulations for 8 million steps was scaled to
1,000 kcal/mol. The biasing center values were chosen to be equally spaced from
0 to 1 with an increment of 0.02. The weighted histogram analysis method
(WHAM) is used to reconstruct the unbiased free energy landscapes from the
umbrella sampling data (54). An additional dimension related to the specific con-
formation changes of interest was added for plotting the 2D free energy profile.
To generate a series of initial structures for umbrella sampling, we first used the
morph command in PyMOL to generate a total of 50 interpolation states from the
two endpoint structures. Then, the Q diff value was added as an external bias
with strength of 2,000 kcal/mol for 50,000 steps. After that, we ran another
50,000 steps without additional constraints to remove steric clashes and the final
structures were used as the input for umbrella sampling.

Parameters Used for Umbrella Sampling and Free Energy Calculation.

To compute the relative free energy of the helicase translocation along the DNA,
we used Q diff to sample structures both near the limits and intermediate
between the two topologies. The Q value was introduced in 2001 for evaluating
the structure similarity like RMSD (55). Q diff is a variant of Q value that has
been used in our previous work of the aggregation free energy landscape (56):

Q diff ¼ q� q2
q1 � q2

qðrijÞ ¼ 1
ðN� 2ÞðN� 3Þ ∑

j>iþ2
½e�ðrij�rN1ij Þ2=2σij2 � e�ðrij�rN2ij Þ2=2σij2 �:

In the above equation, σij ¼ jj� ij0:15, while q1 ¼ qðrN1ij Þ and q2 ¼ qðrN2ij Þ.
N1 and N2 indicate distances evaluated in the starting and final states of the
translocation (PDB IDs 6n7n and 6n7t) (48). The harmonic biasing potential
used for constant temperature umbrella sampling simulations along Q diff is
shown in the following equation:

VQ�bias ¼ 1
2
kQ�biasðQdiff � Q0Þ2:

Principal component (PC) analysis is a powerful method to probe large-scale con-
formational changes of proteins (57). Here we used all the atoms of chain A, E,
and F from a very long (8 million steps for each window, 50 windows) EFADP_
AFATP umbrella sampling simulation to compute the top five PCs. All of the cal-
culations were carried out with the ProDy package (58). The largest PC contrib-
utes to a total of 40% of the dynamics, and the relative motion of each residue is
computed in SI Appendix, Fig. S10. The overall motion corresponding to the
largest PC is shown in Movie S1. The largest PC was picked out to describe the
transition in 2D free energy profiles.

The ATP binding angle is selected as the angle of the center of mass of the
coarse-grained ATP molecule, the Walker A motif (residue Ser319 to Thr320) and

the arginine finger (Arg522) of the neighboring chain. Both Walker A motif and
arginine finger have been reported as the key binding sites of ATP. The nearest
nucleotide toward the LoopD2 is selected as the shortest distance between the
atom of S in each nucleotide and the center of mass of LoopD2.

Methods for Representative Structure Selection and Electrostatics
Surface Analysis. The representative structures of IM2 and IM3 were picked
out from the clustering analysis of all the structures that fall in the IM2 and IM3
basins in EFATP_AFATP simulation. This clustering uses the pairwise Q value of
chain A, chain E, and chain F as the similarity metric (48). We generated a hierar-
chically clustered heat map using the clustermap module with default parame-
ters in Seaborn package and picked out the center one of the largest cluster
(upper-left corner) as the representative structure. The final clustermaps of the
state IM2 and IM3 are shown in SI Appendix, Fig. S11. We used the module
APBS from PyMOL to perform the electrostatics surface analysis (59).

Metrics for Evaluating the Motions in the Translocation. We used the
chain E/F com angle and chain F/A com angle to evaluate the subunit transloca-
tion. For the chain E/F com angle, it is the angle of the center of mass of chain E
and chain F with the center of mass of the chain E N-terminal helix (residues
264 to 279) as the centering point. For the chain F/A com angle, it is the angle
of the center of mass of chain F and chain A, with chain F N-terminal helix. The
threshold of 9.5 Å was used to judge whether there are contacts between protein
and DNA as well as two protein domains.

All-Atom Frustration Calculation. All-atom frustration analysis can be used
in protein structure refinement, drug design, and binding pocket analysis (37,
39). The all-atom frustration analysis using Rosetta software package is detailed
in another survey paper (37). A review by Ferreiro et al. describes the overall
property and definition of frustration can be consulted by readers who are inter-
ested in the analysis (38).

Data Availability. The source code for the force field and data from the simula-
tion and analysis used in this paper have been deposited at https://github.com/
CryoSky/helicase_gp4. The OpenAWSEM force field is available at https://github.
com/npschafer/openawsem. The documentations and references of the AWSEM
force field can be found at awsem-md.org. The Open3SPN2 force field is avail-
able for download from the GitHub repository at https://github.com/cabb99/
open3spn2. All other study data are included in the article and/or supporting
information.
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